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Abstract
According to the rapid changes in technologies that occurred in this world from the last few eras, it should be beneficial that update the software development approaches. Various organizations of software development are changed the working methodology so that they can compete in the market. According to the rapid increment in the demand for good software, companies are required to develop the software as early as possible. To make the profit it is clear that software should be complete in a short time and minimal usage of resources. To fulfill all these requirement companies, have a new methodology like Agile. This technology gives the new means of software development in case of easy development, short time, and less usage of resources. In this manuscript, some of the agile approaches are reviewed and give the advantages and challenges of these technologies with the help of comparison.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Now according to today’s era software industry grows every day according to the need of the users. As every field of today’s life is connected with the software. No bare hardware is used without the software. We can say that software gives the actual meaning of the working of hardware [1]. The reason behind these changes is most important part of market and that called customer need. Entire software market is totally depending upon the customer need. As this need is grown and change rapidly so it makes difficult to update with software. If the developer uses the traditional approaches to resolve the needs of the customer, then it doesn’t give the specified and fruitful results according to the needs [2]. Now a day’s new approach is used called the agile approach. According to this approach the development of the software is easier and output of the software is really match up the needs of the customer and it is flexible in nature [3].

This manuscript is divided into some sections as section 1 give the introduction of the Software need and development process. In continuation previous work of software
development process is discussed. Section 2 describe the Agile Approaches. Section 3 gives the limitation of this approach and Section 4 describe the advantages of the same. At last in section 5 give the conclusion of this manuscript.

This type of approaches is used to keep track of various processes and step of software development and give the better output then the traditional approaches. When a developer start developing the software so it uses the better approach available in the market to divide the complete software development processes into various modules [4]. When a complete software development process is subdivided into various modules then it is easy to develop each and every module. This easiness is not only for the development process but it is also for the testing of that module, error finding, error correction.

In earlier days the software development approach gives not an efficient result in the output so software crises happen [5]. This particular problem arises in the 1970s. This is the ear when the customer need is drastically change according to the market so it need the changes in the software development process to fulfill the exact meaning of customer need. Developers use the latest approaches to overcome the problem and fragment the problem statement into various modules so that developers give complete and concentrated efforts to particular module in a single unit of time [6]. This approach gives some relaxation in the loss process. After using such upgraded approaches, the software problem is resolved and it provides the maximum output in terms of reducing the efforts and money to develop software.

Once in software development approach developer uses the structured methodology then it upgrades for the new approach that is object-oriented approach [7]. It is the combination of various unified process and rational unified process. According to this approach it will uses the structured approach best practice.

2. AGILE METHODOLOGY

When at early stages when discuss about the software development process then it seems that most of the user have the software needs with a normal requirements and if some upgradations required then these are not so much complex [8]. This means that to made such changes not so much technology and resources are required and it is not time consuming also [9]. Some of the software are used at the organization level and this software are complex in nature because of security point of view so it totally depends upon the organizations requirement. Some of the challenges are as below:

- Customer need: The most important input of any software development process is the customer need. At the starting customer needs are very basic and targeted to less number of clients but as the business grows the needs of the customer increased and then advancement in the software is required. Very few customers have the long term approach or say that they are not using the futuristic approach in all case of business. The actual situation is realise at the time of use the software for the real time application or environment. When the software developer develops the many software applications then he has the experience for such development and if any other software is required in the future then the development of that software is get easy just because of the experience [10].

- Team up with customer: All the analyst of the customer need taken the customer requirement and analysis these with lots of technique then give the blue print of these requirement to the developer. That means developer only develop the things received from the
customer requirement analyzer. If some mistake is happening at the end of analyzer then whole process get effected in terms of money and time. So customer involvement at each stage is necessary part of the software development process according to new techniques applied.

- Cost Estimation and Time Requirement: Before start with the software development process the cost estimation about the software development is carried out. This cost estimation is having the ideal cost and some cost in buffer for any unfair able condition. Time estimation is also the early process of the software development. AS the time is increased the cost estimation is also increased accordingly.

- Wrong Requirement Analysis: When customer requirement taken by the analyzer sometimes it may happen that the analyzer predicts the wrong requirement due to accent of the customer or similarities of the requirements [11]. If this happen then the further process of software development are carried out with this wrong input and that lead to losses in terms of money and time so it is very important to analyze the correct need and verify with the customer before start the development process.

With the presence of such issues, the OO programming improvement systems can't fulfill the destinations of programming advancement organizations. New improvement approaches must be applied so as to conquer these issues.

New methodologies of software development are totally different approach the previous traditional approaches in respect of complexity, need of resources at the initial level and platform heaviness. These traditional process are more likely to tends towards the documentation but in case of agile methodology it is different it concentrates on the software development process then documentation [12]. Agile approach provides more flexibility to the user and software up gradation according to the need of user time to time [13]. This platform provides the services to the user and provides the comfort ability to change according to the requirement in a short period of time [14]. After all changes according to the requirement user have the upgraded and required software.

2.1. Effort Estimation Techniques
This is the method by which developer can able to develop the software on time and fulfil all the needs of the customer within the deadlines [15]. This is happening just because of the agile effort estimation techniques. These techniques are as follows:

2.1.1. Poker estimation Technique
It is used for the small number of estimations in small team in circular position. In this techniques all the participant played with the numbered playing cards. For the estimation voting process between the members is happened at regular basis so that all players reached at the same estimation. The main theory of this technique is to estimate the relative small number in the batch of few players. This technique is applied between the small team only. This technique is used for estimation process again and again up to it reached to the consent. This technique is providing the better results of estimation because the estimation process is held between the various peoples so they all are involved in this process with full concentration and senses as shown in the figure 1. When various opinion of various expert person is come for the such estimation then it provides the better results.
According to agile estimation the average of individual estimation of the players is not provide results better than the average of expert’s estimation. In thus technique each and every player give estimation according to the expertise so at every level the expert estimation is provided [16]. At the last the final estimation is the average of all the estimation which is also better than the single player estimation. Figure 2 below provide the flow diagram of the planning poker process.

2.1.2. T-Shirt Sizing Technique
This provides the general and quick estimation idea of large number of items in a group format. This technique is also providing the better estimation in case of huge number of products. This
technique is applied when various teams are worked on the same product and provide estimation for the same single product then this particular product is sub classified in the form of T-Shirt size. T-Shirt size of classified in the form of S, M, L, XL, XXL and etc. This means that people working on the same quality product but with different sizes. With the help of this same product can be classified into various sub groups [17]. This division of sub group is totally depending upon the certain discussion happened in the group of persons. The technique used in this section is not the formal and professional so it only gives the rough estimation for the number of sizes of T-shirt. The estimation is given in the two reference like time and cost. According to below figure estimation of the product can be performed according to their sizes. The estimation with this technique is in the reference of time and cost as shown in the Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Calendar time</th>
<th>People</th>
<th>Cost ('000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XS</td>
<td>1-3 weeks</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1-2 months</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>20-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>3-6 months</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>300-1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>7-18 months</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>1,400-7,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL</td>
<td>18+ months</td>
<td>20+</td>
<td>7,200+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: provide the estimation according to cost and time

2.1.3. Dot Voting Estimation Technique
This is used the way of ranking the product in the high to low or low to high order. This technique is used with low number of product for estimation. This is able to give better estimation only with relative less number of products. This estimation technique is generally utilizing in case of decision making but sometimes it is used for estimation process also. In this method the product is in a limited amount with every person and each person give proper estimation for each and every product. This technique only work well in case of less number of products. it also provides estimation with large number of item set but in case of relative estimation it provides better results with less number of products. If the dots in the estimation is large in number than it shows that it is for the large number of products item set. When each person vote for each product then collect all the details and segregate the data [18]. After that check for the votes and number of dots at every estimation as shown in the figure 4. If the number of dots are more this means that the size of or number of the product is large. After all estimation and votes the priority is to be set from high to low and low to high.
2.1.4. Bucket System Estimation Technique

In this technique bucket are used for the product segregation according to the estimation and it is used when large number of data available. This technique is used when the large number of products are available for the estimation. This technique provides the better results than the poker planning technique. Such type of methods is so useful for large number of products and it also include the persons large in number so that the estimation of each product can be easily and efficiently completed. Estimation can be performed in the groups and these group are created with the help of buckets. Each bucket identified the different kind of product and properties so that everyone can identified that particular bucket provide significance in which way so that the estimation of each bucket should be correct and provide better results [19]. This bucket also helpful in reduce the unnecessary estimation of product which are already processed for the estimation process. This particular technique has some advantages like. It is so fast because lots of product can be estimated in a very less amount of time.

With the help of this technique every item can equally take participate in the estimation process as shown in the Figure 5. So it is collaborative also. This technique not provide the exact results of any estimation but it provides the relative results of every estimation. The estimation provided with the help of this system is not identified by the single person so it is also called group estimation. This technique is group technique so provide better estimation than other techniques.
2.1.5. Affinity Mapping Estimation Technique
This technique is generally used for finding the same properties between the products used for the estimation process. Person’s responsible for the estimation grouped the product used. The process of estimation is used in this technique is visual and after that group them all in the ascending order of small group to large group as shown in figure 6. This technique is providing the better results with less number of persons and with respect of this less number of products. Estimation count provided by the persons is allocate to different group of products [20].

2.2. Types of the Agile Methodology
- Adaptive Software Development
- Crystal methodologies family
- Agile Modelling
- SCRUM
2.2.1. SCRUM
This approach is invented in 1995 by the Ken Swaber. At the start it is used as normal approach but according to upgradation happens in this approaches it is consider in the agile methodology. This approach is work on the concept of simple design of documentation and updates required at the time of user requirement changes with time [21]. After consider in the agile methodology this approach also gives the abstract services to customer so that customer can be easily use these services and appreciate the design and software development with the help of this approaches.

As various methodologies are in the market under the agile approaches. For better results and fulfill the practical approach of the market it is clear that it would not be possible without sharing. This approach also gives the benefits of sharing data with other approaches [22]. SCRUM approach uses the project management approach as the original part of it own. Once the all rule and regulations are deciding for any approach this provide the proper way to develop the effective software.

SCRUM has some of the different services then the other approaches of the agile methodology like service of Backlog. According to this service the developer has the space in which he maintains the pending works of the development and these all works are keep in record according to their size and it is depending upon the complexity of the work. This backlog contains the how much work is complete regarding the service and how much is left? What are the resources are required to complete this pending work and what are the resources system already acquired? The pending work is simply described in the backlog.

According to the Figure 7 three main work of the SCRUM could be explained. First part out of these is played by the owner of the product by which the business is named in the market. Next is the middle part of the SCRUM architecture which is the combination of various actors like analyzer, developer and tester and etc. This middle layer is responsible for the complete requirement phase and development phase of the software [23]. Last work is of SCRUM Master which is responsible for the organized completion of the work whenever and according to the need of the customer changes.
According to the approach of SCRUM the entire work of the software development is divided into the phases and the entire team of the system is complete the work according to the sequence of the phase. Every phase contains the various step. Without completing every phase control is not shift to the new phase. Once the work of the particular phase is completed and testing of that work is done then it shifts to next phase [24]. When entire phase is over then each phase of the software is combined and final testing of the complete software is carried out once this testing give the positive results this means that software development work is over otherwise resolved the errors.

At last the SCRUM approach, give the various view according to the working approach. This approach is interactive and easy path of the development. This particular approach is also used for the program management.

2.2.2. Extreme Programming (XP)

This is the agile approach which is invented in year of 2000 by Kent Beck. This approach is very famous one because of its various working options, flexible environment for the software development and provide the flexibility to user also to made the updations easy according to the need of the market use. This is the combination of various services and ideas. But it just provides the different kind of services at the single platform and this give the better results in case of software development [25]. This is the approach generally used for the non-critical issues. But now a day it is already used in big software companies in the development of software because it made all the updations according to the market need.

Extreme Programming is very specific about the approach it uses for the development of the software. It follows the exact path it made to achieve the success in development and these steps are very simple and efficient as shown in figure 8. These ethics of this approach is not change at any stage of the software development like planning, designing, development and at last testing. The main aim of this approach is to satisfy the customer requirement first. This approach is very flexible for the moderation process at any phase. To complete its work on time and fulfill all the customer requirement it uses the team work fundamental.
According to this approach of software development it is different from various other approaches by four ways. According to this approach the first one is most important factor communication between the customer and developer at the satisfactory level at every phase of software development. In the next point the architecture of this approach is simpler than the other approaches. In next point it provides the most flexible environment for the updatations according to the customer need changes with time. In next point it gives the maximum assurance for fulfillment of the customer requirement according to the market day to day changes. These points of the extreme programming are also called the values of this approach.

According to the various case studies and out of these one case study by Kuppuswami et al. (2003) described that if developer improve the strategies at the XP internal level than overall complexity of the software development is get reduced. Extreme Programming is the versatile approach and it also uses some hit and trial methods to improve the development process with team. The main task of extreme programming is to find out the exact requirement of the customer, customize it into simpler phases and then applied the approach for the fulfillment of the customer requirement.

2.2.3. Agile Modelling
When talking about the software development process than modelling is the very important approach in this. This approach mainly focuses on the programming but this also enable the software programmer to keep track of all the complex issues in consideration. This particular approach is designed in 2002 by Scott Ambler. This approach is efficient with the combination of various parameters like values, ethics and resources for software development. This approach can be designed to resolve the problem in software development phases. It is used along with the other agile approaches by aiming that the customer needs always fulfill according to the changes of the required technology in future.

This AM approach is benefitted at some areas in software development in against of the various factors like feedback, humility, communication and simplicity. According to this approach sometime it is possible that attention can be provide to those peoples which are know some important part of the software development and as this part is the essential part so benefit is share with these peoples for that.

This approach is very much familiar with the extreme programming in reference of various factors like feedback and etc. AM approach uses the various also include the requirement of the modelling in the software development process and its utilization in the system. The aim of this approach is to give multiple effective models and continuously communicate with the customer and focus on the completion of the quality work.

Agile has various version for model driven software development like Model Driven Development (AMDD) is the example. When working with the AMDD and plan for its implantation then compiler system would be created at the initial level of the software development process. Only performing of the medling is left at the time of launching. Agile modelling is basically applied with different techniques like XP and Test Driven Development (TDD).

3. LIMITATION OF THIS APPROACH
The fulfillment of the customer need is main aim of any agile software development approach with the help of easy development of strategies. Developers which are uses the agile approach for the software development said that codes are the important factor for development and the others said that this code is supported the memory loss. Only the documentation part of this approach is not enough to provide the best services to the customer.

Implementation of the Agile Methodology is possible only with the few limitations. These limitations import some problems in the complete implementation process of this approach. As the documentation of this technique is not so much but still it is not support the green engineering and its maintenance. In this agile methodology one main point is that at every level of work and phases the participation of the customer is important and success of the software is depending upon the proper communication of the customer and the requirement analyzer representative. Agile technique is dependent of the developer knowledge and managements skills how to manage the process of the development of software. For a single module all the work is completed by single developer. Reusability is not supported by the agile methodology that reduces the utilization of the software number of times. As the agile approach is designed for the particular problem that particular solution is not necessarily solve every problem of the software development. This technique is providing the better solution with the team of small in size if the size of the team will increase than the results get worst with time.

To apply the agile methodology in the successful manner lots of assumption is carried out. Example for the success of the agile model at any system the customer relationship should be very good in every sense so that analyzer completely satisfied with its requirement and developer develop the system accordingly. But practically it is just an impossible task to complete all the session of customer requirement in a smooth manner. Some of other examples are also available in the market. Without applying these assumptions with this agile methodology this is not provide the better solution of the problem of software development than the other methodologies.

4. **ADVANTAGES OF AGILE METHODOLOGY**

- Agile methodology is the best approach for the software development process because it applies all the futuristic and customer oriented factors in this approach.
- This methodology is ready to accept the challenges come in front of developer according to the change in the need of the customer.
- This approach provides the updated solution of the customer requirement in a rapid way so that customer can able to fulfil the requirement and it increase the reply of customer towards the organization and developer.
- If sometime a situation arises for major changes or updation then with the help of this approach this work is completed in a simpler way with all the documentation in the computerized format so that it is available at every stage of software development.

This approach provides so many ways to improve the organizational work in various respect. It provides this improvement which gives:

- Results of unrivalled quality;
- More straightforwardness;
- adaptability;
- Diminished danger of missed objectives;
- Greater profitability;
- More noteworthy contribution and fulfilment of partners.

Table 1: Comparison between the Agile methodologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Main Feature</th>
<th>Key Points</th>
<th>Lacking point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XP</td>
<td>Customer driven Development, small team, daily builds</td>
<td>Refactoring-the ongoing redesign of the system to improve its performance and responsiveness to change</td>
<td>While individual practice is suitable for many situations, overall view &amp; management practices are given less attention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile Modeling</td>
<td>Adaptive Culture, Collaboration, Mission-driven component based iterative development</td>
<td>Organizations are seen as adaptive system. Creating an emergent order out of a web of interconnected individuals.</td>
<td>Agile Modeling is more about concepts and culture than the software practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCRUM</td>
<td>Independent, small, self-organizing development teams, 30-days release cycles.</td>
<td>Enforce a paradigm shift from the “defined and repeatable” to the “new product development view of SCRUM”</td>
<td>While SCRUM details in specific how to manage the 30-days release cycle, the integration and acceptance tests are not detailed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSION

When the digitalization of data is start then the requirement of the software is increased because without this everything is with manual work with hardware. As software development start for ease of developers, scientist and other persons. This is the time period of 1970s when this process is come into picture. But the problem with this software development approaches is that these are so complex, time taking and lots of man power is required. Agile approach gives the new way to the software development organization to develop the software with very easy way. According to this approach the total success is depend upon the first communication between the developer and the customer to exactly identified the customer need and with the help of this the efforts are reducing to develop such software. This communication is not stop it is happening at regular intervals so that whenever developer confuse at some point of development with this communication that confusion get resolved and the progress of software
development cannot be stopped. This approach is ready to deliver what is needed by the customer and at the time of demand.

According to the study in the manuscript, three agile approaches are used, in which the SCRUM approach works on the concept of managing the activities of the software development so that the development process gets easier. In case of the XP approach, it works with the concept of development of the new code and testing that is used to create. If it works properly, this approach works well, while in case of the Agile Modelling approach, it is focused on the documentation work, data, and the methods for modeling approaches.

Agile approaches are not used every time for the development of software, and the use of approaches in software development depends on the requirement and the condition in which it is going to apply. Agile approaches are not the best option for developers if the requirement of the customer is not well defined and accurately identified by the developers. This approach is not the worth option for the setups in which new developers are involved because this approach gives good results when the customer needed are well identified and with new developers, they are not much focus on proper customer need. Agile approaches are the ideal approaches for software development when the customer need is properly identified and time line of the software development is countable. Agile approaches are not most appropriate for all tasks.
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